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The first recorded appearances of Chow Chows in the western world were in the
1800s as gifts and zoo exhibits. The first Chow ever exhibited was a smooth‐coated
bitch by the name of Chinese Puzzle, winning a silver medal at the 1880 Crystal
Palace Show. Chow records indicate the population of Chows (imported and
domestic) in the late 19th and early 20th centuries were about half smooth and half
rough.
This same western history of Chows shows that all modern Chows are descended
from a rather select and small group of foundation Chows. Studies of western
pedigrees indicate the on‐going mingling of rough and smooth coated dogs in
breeding programs from the beginning, continuing to the present day.
However in Australia and other countries, the written standard describing the
perfect Chow Chow only mentions that there is the Smooth variety as a foot note
rather than being included in the description of the coat. As a result, many fail to
notice it. Thus, many judges are unaware that there is a smooth variety and this
occasionally gives rise to a contention by some that the smooth exhibit is incorrect.
Unfortunately, this means some excellent Chows are adversely judged due to an
unnoticed footnote.
In the ANKC Standard for Chows, the Coat descriptor reads: Abundant, dense,
straight and stand‐off. Outer coat rather coarse in texture and with a soft woolly
undercoat. The Chow Chow is a profusely coated dog and balance should therefore be
assessed when the coat is at its natural length. The final footnote of the Standard
reads: The Standard of the smooth variety is identical with the above except that the
coat is smooth.
Both variations of coat (which have longer, shorter and intermediate variations as
well) are double coated. In the rough coat, the outer coat is longer with a
pronounced ruff/ mane around the head and neck which frames the head (fuller on
dogs than bitches). There is longer coat on the backs of the legs and “pluming” on
the tail. In the smooth coat the length and distribution of the coat is different, with
very little to no ruff or feathering on the legs and tail.
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